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Abstract 
It is known that termination and completeness are not modular properties of term rewriting 
systems: the disjoint union of terminating (complete) term rewriting systems need not be 
terminating (complete). In this paper, we introduce a class of “noncopying” term rewriting 
systems as a new, term-based formalism for a kind of graph rewriting systems, and prove that 
this class enjoys the modularity of termination and of completeness. Actually, our results are 
stronger in the sense that the disjointness condition is relaxed for allowing the systems to share 
constructors and some defined symbols while preserving the main results. 
1. Introduction 
A term rewriting system (TRS) is a set of directed equations (called rewrite rules) 
used for computation by repeatedly replacing subterms of a given formula with equal 
terms until the simplest form possible (the normal form) is obtained. Applications of 
TRSs can be found in several fields: abstract data type specifications, functional 
and/or logic programming languages, automated theorem proving, implementation of 
formula manipulating systems, etc. O’Donnel [21] and Klop [l l] contain good intro- 
ductions to equational programming and TRSs. The survey by Huet and Oppen [lo] is 
consulted by many authors. Recently, comprehensive surveys have appeared in [4,12]. 
Let R. and RI be TRSs which contain no function symbols in common. Then RO 
and R, are said to be disjoint. A property P of TRSs is modular [ 163 if the union 
RO u RI has the property P whenever both R. and RI have that property. Toyama 
[26] showed that confluence is a modular property, but in [27] he refuted the 
modularity of termination. Consider the following systems: 
R. = {JW 1, a) -+ F(a, a, a)}, 
R da, B) + 4 
1 
= 1 da, B) + 8. 
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The systems are disjoint and terminating, but their union admits the following cyclic 
reduction: 
F(g(O, I)> 0, I), 0, 1)) 
+ WJg(O, I), 0, 1)) 
+ 00, 1, s(O, 1)) 
+ W(O, I), g(O, 11, SW, 1)). 
This counterexample inspired several authors to restrictions on TRSs. Rusinowitch 
[25] showed that termination is a modular property of TRSs without collapsing rules 
and of TRSs without duplicating rules. These results were extended by Middeldorp 
[17]. Toyama et al. [28] showed that the restriction to left-linear and confluent 
systems is sufficient for the modularity of termination. Middeldorp and Toyama [ 191 
showed that instead of requiring left-linearity it is also possible to impose the 
“constructor discipline” for obtaining the modularity of termination of confluent 
systems. Kurihara and Ohuchi [14, 151 restricted the class of termination rather than 
restricting the syntax, and obtained the modularity of simple termination. More 
recent results include [S, 7,8, 13,221, etc. 
In this paper, we restrict reduction strategies. In many practical implementations, 
term rewriting is implemented by graph rewriting [2] in order to improve efficiency. 
Terms are represented by directed acyclic graphs (dags) rather than trees. Common 
subterms may be structurally shared in a dag, and term rewriting is performed by 
modifying part of the dag. Thus multiple occurrences of a subterm may be simulta- 
neously rewritten to a common term. In the rewriting, the subterms which are 
“covered” by the variables of the left-hand side of the rewrite rule are never copied, but 
each of them is shared in the resultant dag, even if the right-hand side has multiple 
occurrences of a variable. Any such reduction strategy is called noncopying reduction 
[20] and denoted in this paper by =R. One of the main results of this paper is the 
modularity of termination of the noncopying reduction: if JR0 and *RI are termina- 
ting, then *RouR, is also terminating. Observe how the noncopying reduction avoids 
the cyclic derivation in the previous example: 
1 01 01 
Another main result of this paper shows the modularity of completeness of non- 
copying reduction under some natural restrictions. Actually, the two main results are 
stronger than modularity in the sense that the disjointness condition is relaxed for 
allowing the systems to share constructors and some defined symbols. 
Recently, similar results were proved independently by Plump [23,24]. The disjoint 
cases are almost the same except that his results are established in settings of “jungle 
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evaluation” and “collapsed tree rewriting”, which are based on graph rewriting 
defined on a set of acyclic hypergraphs. Our results are proved in a term-based (rather 
than graph-based) setting which we call noncopying term rewriting. Moreover, the 
extensions of these results are different. Plump allows share of function symbols as 
long as left-hand sides of Ri and right-hand sides of RI _i have no common function 
symbols (i = 0,l). On the other hand (in a preliminary version of this paper) we 
allowed share of consrructors wherever they appear. The main results of this paper 
unify these extensions. 
Overall structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains preliminary defini- 
tions and results. It includes the definition of noncopying term rewriting (Section 2. l), 
relationship between noncopying and ordinary term rewriting (Section 2.2), prelimi- 
nary definitions relating to modularity (Section 2.3), and some results on abstract 
reduction systems (Section 2.4). Section 3 proves the two main results: the modularity 
of termination (Section 3.1) and of completeness (Section 3.2). Section 4 concludes our 
work and gives some directions for further research. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Noncopying term rewriting 
Let Y be a countably infinite set of variables, and 9 be a set offunctions symbols. 
Associated to every function symbol is a natural number denoting its arity, the 
number of arguments it can take. Function symbols of arity 0 are called constants. 
Arity of each variable is 0. The set Y(9, V) of terms built from 9 and Y is the 
smallest set such that V c Y(F, *v) and if FE 9 has arity n and 
Cl, ..A, t, E F(S, Y) then F(t,, . . . , t,,) E S(F, V). Identity of terms is denoted by = . 
Let q be an extra constant called a hole. A context C[, . . ..I is a term in 
Y(9 u {o},V-). If C[, . ..) ] is a context with n occurrences of holes and tl, . . . . t, are 
terms, then C[t 1, . . . , t,] is the result of replacing the holes by t 1, . . . , t, from left to 
right. A context with precisely one hole is denoted by C[ 1. A term t is a subterm of 
a term s, notation tqs or s Et, ifs = C[t] for some context C[ 1. If C[ ] f q then 
t is a proper subterm of s. 
The root symbol of a term t is defined as follows: root(t) = F if t = F(t,, . . . . t,) and 
root(t) = t if t E Y. If F( . . . . ti, . ..) is a term, the occurrence F is the parent of the 
occurrence r00t(ti). 
Let M be a countably infinite set of objects called marks. Let 9 * = (F’ 1 F E 9, 
p E M} be the set of marked function symbols. For all FP E 9*, the arity of FP is the 
same as that of F. Similarly, the set of marked variables is denoted by 
-Ir* = (cL”/c( E Y, p E M). We define symbol(x@) = x and mark(x3 = p, for 
x E 9 u 9’“. Informally, x’ represents the symbol x which is physically stored in 
a memory cell uniquely identified by p. In examples, we use integers as marks. 
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The elements of Y* = Y-(9**, Y*) are called marked terms. The set 9-g of 
well-marked terms built from 9* and Y* is the subset of Y* such that t E S$ if and 
only if for every pair of subterms tl and t2 oft, mark(root(tI)) = mark(root(tJ) implies 
tl E tl. Thus for each mark p which occurs in t, there is a unique subterm t\p oft that 
satisfies mark(root(t\p)) = p. Note that t is well-marked if and only if all subterms of 
t are well marked. Two occurrences tl and t2 of subterms of a marked term t are 
shared in t if and only if tl = tl. A context C[, . . ..I in Y*(9* u {o}, Y*) is called 
a marked context. 
Example 2.1. Let F, G, and A be function symbols with arity 2, 1, and 0, respectively. 
The marked term F”(G1(A2), G1(G3(A2))) is not well-marked while 
t E F”(G’(A2), G3(G1(A2))) is a well-marked term. Two occurrences of t\l E G1(A2) 
are shared. Also shared are t\2 = A2. We also have a well-marked term 
F”(G1(A2), G3(G4(A5))), in which no distinct occurrences of subterms are shared. 
Well-marked terms correspond to graph-theoretical “dags” (directed acyclic 
graphs) in the following way. Define a graph G = (X, succ) as a set X of vertices 
together with a mapping succ from X to X *, the lists of vertices. For each vertex x, 
succ(x) is the lists of all successors of x. Its ith successor is denoted by sUCCi(X). 
A labelled graph G* = (X, succ, label) over 9 and V is a graph G = (X, succ) together 
with a mapping label: X + 9 u V such that lable(x) has arity n if and only if x has 
n successors. 
For each labelled graph G* = (X, SUCC, label) over 9 and Y, if G* is finite, acyclic 
and has a unique vertex x0 (called the root) with no incoming edge, we associate G* 
with a well-marked term term (G*) defined as follows: 
term(G*) = subterm(xo, G*). 
The function subterm is defined inductively: 
subterm(x, G*) = 
I 
a 
if label (x) = a E “Y, 
F”(t Ir . . . , tJ if label(x) = F E 9, ti = subterm(succi(x), G*). 
Note that vertices are used as marks. 
Conversely, given a well-marked term c, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) 
labelled graph G* such that term(G*) = t. To see this, let X be the set of marks 
occurring in t. We take X as the set of vertices. Define succ and label such that for each 
vertex (mark) p E X: 
label(p) = 
a if t\p=accE, 
F if t\p = FP(tI, . . . . t,); 
SUCCj(/J) = mark(root(tj)) if t\p = F’(tl, . . . . t,), 1 <j < n. 
Then G* = (X,JUCC, label) is what we wanted. 
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Example 2.2. The graphical representation of the well-marked term F’(G’(A’), 
G3(G’(A2))) is given below: 
If t is a marked term, then e(t) denotes the unmarked term obtained from t by 
erasing all marks: e(a”) = a if a E *Y; and e(Fp(tl, . . . . t,)) = F(e(tl), . . . . e(t,)). Marked 
terms s and t are similar, notation s z t, if e(s) = e(r). 
A marked substitution 8 is a mapping from Y* to Y* = (.F**, V*) such that 
VU, p E “Ir*, if a x jI then 8(a) x 0(/I). It is extended to a mapping from F* to Y* by 
e(Fqrl, . . . . r,)) = Fjqqr,), . . . . Qt,)). As a consequence, s x r implies e(s) x e(r). We 
write re instead of e(r). 
A rewrite rule on F(9, Y) is a pair G + r of (unmarked) terms in Y(.F, Y) such 
that the left-hand side 4’ is not a variable and variables which occur in the right-hand 
side r also occur in 4. A term rewriting system (TRS) is a pair (9, R), where 9 is a set of 
function symbols, and R is a set of rewrite rules on Y(.F, Y). We often write R instead 
of (9, R). 
A (marked) rewrite rule e* + r* on F* is a marked version of a rewrite rule e + r 
if e(r!*) = .4 and e(r*) = r. Note that marked variables occurring in r* must also occur 
in f!*. 
Now, we define the noncopying term rewriting relation on F*. 
Definition 2.3. Let s and r be marked terms. We define s =+r if and only if there 
exist a marked version 4* + r* of a rewrite rule of R, a marked substitution 0 and 
a marked context C[, . . . . ] such that s = C[/*O, . . . . /*KJ, r = C[r*e, . . . . r*e] and 
e*e?&C, . . ..I. 
The relation *R is called a noncopying reduction relation. We will leave out the 
subscript R, if it is understood. The subterm /*8 is called the contracted redex. We 
sometimes write s d*? to make the contracted redex explicit. Note that all the 
(shared) occurrences of /*8 are replaced simultaneously. If marked terms are well- 
marked and represented by dags, this replacement can be implemented in an efficient 
way. 
Example 2.4. Let a E V and A, B, F, G E 9. Consider the following system: 
R = ’ F(a) + G(a, a, A) 
I G(a, a, a) + a 
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Two possible rewrite sequences tarting from F”(A ‘) are given below: 
F’(i4’) =+ G’(A’, A ‘, A2) 
3 Go@‘, B’, /f2) 
= Go@‘, B’, B2) 
*B2 
F”(A ‘) =z. F’(B’) 
* G’(B’, B’, A’) 
=S G’(B’, B’, B’) 
*B’ 
Note that we used the following marked versions of the rewrite rules: 
A’ + B’, A2 + B2, A2 -+ B’ 
F’(cr’) + Go@‘, LX~, A2) 
Go@‘, a2, c?) + CI 3 
Note also that in the second sequence, A2 is rewritten to B’, which is shared with two 
distinct occurrences in the global structure of the term. We do not prohibit such 
global share. 
Proposition 2.5. (1) Zf s *“*“t and C[ ] =e’o C’[ ] by applying the same marked 
rewrite rule e* + r*, then C[s] =+C*“C’[t]. 
(2) ifs 4’“t and [*e$ C[ 1, then C[S] *“*“C[t]. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Some results in this paper hold even if the terms are not well-marked. In actual 
implementations, however, marked terms should be well-marked in order to be 
implemented as dags for the purpose of efficiency. In the following, we show a simple 
sufficient condition for preserving well-markedness. 
A marked term t isfresh with respect o a marked term (or a marked context) s, if no 
marks on function symbols occurring in t are used in s. For example, F1(A2) is fresh 
with respect o G3(A4). 
Proposition 2.6. Let s E C[e*e, . . ..f*O] * C[r*O, . . ..r*O] = t and L’*~?x! CL . . ..I. 
Ifs and r* are well-marked and r* is fresh with respect to s, then t is well-malked. 
Proof. Let tl, t2 be subterms of t such that 
mark(root(tl)) = mark(root(t2)) ( = p). 
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If p is a “fresh” mark (i.e. p is not used in s), then there exists a nonvariable subterm 
r-7 of r* such that ti E rr 8 for i = 1,2. Since p = mark(root(ti)) = mark(root(r~)) for 
i = 1,2, we have mark(root(r:)) = mark(root(r~)). This is combined with the well- 
markedness of r* to yield rl = r2. * - * Therefore t1 E r:O = r:fI E t2. 
If p is not a fresh mark, there exist subterms l, ~2 of s such that mark(root(sJ) = p 
and ti is the result of replacing all the occurrences of e*tI in si by r*fI (i = 1,2). (If e*B is 
not a subterm of si, then ti z si.) Since s is well-marked, s1 G s2. Therefore, 
t1=t2. 0 
2.2. Relationship with ordinary term rewriting 
Noncopying rewriting technique is widely used in many practical implementations 
by graph rewriting, but note that it has only weaker reduction than the ordinary one. 
For example, consider the following TRS: 
g(x) + f(x, x) 
f (a, b) + c 
f(b, b) -, s(a) 
u+b 
Then, g(u) has a normal form c, but there exists no normal form of g(u) concerning 
noncopying rewriting, as g1(u2) *f’(u2, u2) +kf1(u2, b3). In this subsection we clarify 
the relation between the ordinary TRS and the corresponding noncopying TRS. 
We start the discussion in abstract setting. An abstract reduction system (ARS) is 
a pair SQ = (A, - ) consisting of a set A and a binary relation + E A x A. An 
element a E A is a + -normal form if there exists no element b such that a --) b . The 
ARS is terminating (or strongly normalizing) if there is no infinite sequence 
ui+u2+“’ of elements of A. The transitive closure and reflexive transitive closure of 
+ are denoted by ++ and +*, respectively. 
2.2.1. Sound implementation 
Let us see that noncopying term rewriting is a sound implementation of term 
rewriting. 
Definiton 2.7. Let (A, ha) and (B, -Q,) be ARSs. (B, +B) is a sound implementation 
of (A, +A) if there exists a mapping C$ from B onto A that satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
l VX,~EB: ifx+By then 4(x)+A+~$(y). 
l Vx E B: if x is a +,-normal form then 4(x) is a +,-normal form. 
Note that the converse of the second condition follows from the first condition. We 
will see later that +A, +B and 4( .) are abstractions of the ordinary term rewrite 
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relation +R, the noncopying reduction =+ and the mark erasing function e( *), 
respectively. 
Proposition 2.8. Let (B, dB) be a sound implementation of (A, hA) with the asso- 
ciated mapping 4: 
(1) !fx 4 Y, then 4(x) -A’~(Y). 
(2) if (A, -+J is terminating, then (B, -*& is terminating. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Now we will discuss what is ensured by sound implementation. Let us make the 
following assumptions on computability: 
l Given x E B, we can compute 4(x). 
l Given y E A, we can compute an x E B such that 4 (x) = y. 
Suppose that (B, -‘& is terminating. Then it is easy to verify that we can compute 
a +A-normal form of given y E A as follows: 
step 1: Compute x E B such that 4(x) = y. 
step 2: Compute a +B-normal form z of x. 
step 3: q%(z) is a +A-normal form of y. 
Recall that termination of (A, _tc) is sufficient for termination of (B, +. There- 
fore, a sound implementation (B, +B) of a terminating system (A, +A) is a correct 
implementation of (A, +A) in the sense that it can always compute a +A-normal 
form of any given element y of A. In particular, if (A, +“) is complete (i.e., termina- 
ting and confluent), then 4(z) is the unique normal form of y. 
Now, we will show that noncopying reduction is a sound implementation of TRSs. 
Let us extend the mark erasing function e( .) such that if 8* is a marked substitution 
then 8 = e(O*) is an (ordinary, unmarked) substitution defined as follows (in postfix 
notation): 
x0 = e(xV*) 
for all variables x and marks p. In other words, e(xV*) = e(xP)e(B*), and as a result, 
e(t*e*) = e(t*)e(O*) for all marked terms t* and marked substitutions 8*. Note that in 
spite of arbitrariness of p, this extension is well-defined by the original definition of 
e( .) and marked substitution. 
Proposition 2.9. (1) Let s*, t* be marked terms and B* be a marked substitution. If 
t* E s*B* then t E se, where t E e(t*), s s e(s*), and 0 s e(O*). 
(2) Let s, t be (unmarked) terms, 8 be a substitution, and t * be a marked term. Z_f t = se 
and e(t *) E t then there exist a marked term s* and a marked substitution 8* such that 
e(s*) = S, e(t)*) = 8, and t* E s*8*. 
proof. (1) t G e(t*) E e(s*O*) = e(s*)e(O*) = se. 
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(2) Given t*, s* is obtained by putting marks to each symbol of s as follows: the 
occurrence of a function symbol F at position p in s is associated with the mark p of 
the occurrence FP at position p in t*; variables of s are marked arbitrarily such that the 
marks are pairwise distinct. 8* is determined as follows. For each marked variable x” 
at position p in s*, define XV* to be the marked subterm of t* at position p; extend 
that mapping to other variables such that e(xV*) is unique for all marks p. Note that 
s* and 8* are well-defined if t =_ ~8. 0 
Proposition 2.10. Noncopying term rewriting system (9(4t*, V*), aR) is a sound 
implementation of term rewriting system (.T(F, V), -‘R). 
Proof. As $(.) we take e(.), which is clearly a mapping from Y(p**, V*) onto 
Y(9, V). We have to show that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Vs*, t* E Y(9*, V*), ifs* *st* then e(s*) -$e(t*). 
(2) Vt* E F-(9*, Y*), if t* is a =+-normal form then e(t*) is a +R-normal form. 
To check the first condition, assume that s* *$“‘t* by using the marked version 
/* + r* of a rewrite rule e + r. By Proposition 2.9 (l), each redex occurrence &‘*tl* in 
s* corresponds to a redex occurrence 40 in e(s*). By rewriting these occurrences to r0 
one by one, we get e(s*) -2 e(t*). 
Let us check the second condition. Assume that t = e(t *) is not a +R-normal form. 
Then there exist a subterm u oft, a substitution 8, and a rewrite rule e --) r such that 
u = &l. Let u* be a subterm oft* such that e(u*) = u. By Proposition 2.9(2), we have 
u* = e*O* for some e* and 8* with e(e*) = e and e(e*) s 8. Clearly we can mark the 
right-hand side of the rule to yield a marked rewrite rule e* + r*. Therefore, t* is not 
a =+-normal form. Cl 
2.2.2. Structure sharing schemes 
In our definition of noncopying term rewriting, it is unspecified how the right-hand 
side r of the rule should be marked to yield r*. Restriction on this marking leads to 
several structure sharing schemes. Three schemes are briefly described below, based 
on ES]. 
(1) Minimal structure sharing. This is a natural way of sharing structure. This 
scheme requires that the marks on function symbols occurring in r* should be “fresh” 
and mutually distinct. Formally: 
l Marks(Funs(r*)) n Marks(Funs(s) u Vat-s(s)) = 8, 
l If Ffl and Gfl’ are distinct occurrences of marked function symbols in r*, then p # p’, 
where 
l s is the term to be rewritten, 
l Funs(r) is the set of marked function symbols occurring in t, 
l Vars(t) is the set of marked variables occurring in t, and 
l Marks(X) = {mark( x E X}. 
The noncopying reduction relation with this restriction is denoted by *min. 
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(2) Maximal structure sharing. This scheme requires that the resultant term t should 
be fully shared. Formally: 
. vt,, t2 st: if ti z t2 then ti = tz. 
In our formal framework, this condition is trivially satisfied if we always use the 
unique mark, say 0. The noncopying reduction relation with this restriction is denoted 
by *max. Note, however, that actual implementation of this scheme can be costly, 
because it requires global information on the structure. 
(3) Rule-bused structure sharing. This scheme is presented in [I] in a framework of 
term graph rewriting. In this scheme, each rewrite rule is given as a pair of graphs 
rather than a pair of (unmarked) terms. Structure sharing is determined entirely by 
structure sharing between the two graphs. In our framework, this scheme is realized 
by providing a way of specifying the structure sharing between the left- and right-hand 
sides of rewrite rules. For example, introducing mark variables CC, /I ranging over 
marks, we might write a rule: 
F(H”(xs)) .-B G(H”(xP)) 
that specifies sharing the instance of the structure H(x). The rule-based noncopying 
reduction relation is denoted by arule. 
Example 2.11. Consider the rewrite rule F(H(x)) + G(H(x)). We show how the term 
Z(F(F(H(A))), F(G(H(A)))) is rewritten by this rule in the three structure sharing 
schemes. 
(1) Minimal structure sharing. We have 
1’(F’(F2(H3(A4))), Fs(G6(H7(/t8)))) *min I”(F1(G9(H1’(A4))), F5(G6(H7(A8)))) 
Note that A4 is reused, but fresh marks 9 and 10 are introduced for the function 
symbols in the right-hand side. 
(2) Maximal structure sharing. We have 
~“(Fo(J’o(Ho(Ao))), F”(Go(Ho(Ao)))) *max l”(F”(Go(Ho(Ao))), F”(Go(Ho(Ao)))) 
Note that the two occurrences F”(Go(Ho(Ao))) are shared in the resultant term, 
although in the original term only H”(Ao) and its subterms were shared. 
(3) Rule-based structure sharing. Let us assume that structure sharing is specified 
such that the instance of H(x) in the left- and right-hand sides should be shared. Then 
we have 
~0(F’(F2(~3(A4))), F5(G6(H7(A8)))) =+u~e 1°(F1(G9(H3(A4))),F5(G6(H7(A8)))) 
Note that H3 (A4) is reused. 
There can be some relationships among amin, amax, and arule. For example, if we 
consider the system 
(f(a,b)-,f(c,c),c-ra,c-*b) 
then =s-,_ is terminating but coin is not. In the following, however, we only show the 
relationships between + and each one of the three structure sharing schemes. 
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Proposition 2.12. Let =+’ be either Jmin, amax or arule: 
(1) =S’E *. 
(2) Zf =S is terminating, then =s’ is terminating. 
(3) A term is a * -normal form if and only ij” it is a =-‘-normal form. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
This proposition means that the structure sharing schemes jmin, amax and 
arule are sound implementations of TRSs. Actually, =B’ is a sound implementation of 
+ (taking the identity as d), and * is a sound implementation + . Therefore, + ’ is 
a sound implementation of + . (Verify that the binary relation “is a sound implemen- 
tation of” is transitive). Moreover, you will find it easy to verify that the result on 
modularity of termination extends to the three structure sharing schemes, as the proof 
never restricts the way of marking. 
2.3. Combination of constructor sharing systems 
In this section, we assume that the set 9 of function symbols can be partitioned into 
disjoint sets 9 and $?Z such that if F is the root symbol of the left-hand side of a rewrite 
rule then F E 9. Function symbols in 9 are called dejned symbols and those in 
%? constructors. We assume that the hole q is a constructor. Similarly, the set P* 
of marked function symbols are partitioned into 9* = {F’I F E 9} and 
V* = (FPI F E U}. To emphasize the partition, we write (9,g; R) instead of (9, R). 
Consider two systems (SO, %?s; R,) and (gl, %Ts; RI). We assume that QO, Q1, and 
%? are mutually disjoint. Then RO and RI are called constructor sharing TRSs. The 
system (9,, u gl, Gf?; R,, u RI) is the combination of the constructor sharing systems 
R,, and R 1. In the rest of this section, we assume that R = RO u R 1. We denote the 
sets of marked defined symbols by $9: and 9:, the set of marked constructors by V* 
and the set of marked variables by Y*. 
To achieve better readability we will paint marked function symbols in black, white, 
or transparent as follows. The defined symbols 9,, are painted in black, and g1 in 
white. Each occurrence of variables and constructors is painted depending on the 
surrounding context: if the occurrence has no parent, it is transparent; otherwise, its 
color is the same as the color of its parent. (The definition applies recursively if the 
parent is a constructor). A term is root black (root white, root transparent) if its root 
symbol is black (white, transparent). In examples, black defined symbols will be 
printed in upper case and white defined symbols in lower case. Constructors are 
printed in small capital case. Variables are written in Greek letters. 
Definition 2.13. An alien (or a principal subterm) of a term t is a proper subterm s of 
t which is maximal with respect to the subterm relation a_ such that root(t) and 
root(s) are in distinct colors. We write t E C[tl, . . . . t.1 if tl, . . . . t, are all the aliens of 
t (from left to right) and t G C[t 1, . . . . t,]. The set of aliens oft is denoted by A(t). 
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Since each alien ti oft may have aliens of itself, we can identify a hierarchy of aliens 
and introduce the height of the hierarchy. 
Definition 2.14. The height h(t) of a term t is defined as follows: 
h(t) = 
1 if t has no alien, 
l+max{h(ti)ll<idn} if tEC[t, ,..., tJ,n>O. 
Definition 2.15. The set MV(t) of the maximal visible subterms and the rank of 
a marked term t is defined as follows. 
MV(t) = 
{t} if t is either root black or root white, 
A(t) if t is root transparent; 
rank(t) = 
0 if MV(t) = { }. 
max{h(tJI ti E MV(t)} if MV(t) # { }. 
Note that ,4(t) and MV(t) are sets, not general multisets. 
Example 2.16. Let {F, A} c &,, {g} c 9r and {H, c} c '3?. Consider the marked 
term 
t = H"(H1(C2,A3), H4(z‘i3,H5(r@,g7(H8(z‘i6,C2))))). 
Then 
t = C[A3,A3,A6,g7(H8(A6,C2))4, 
where C[, . . . . ] E H~(H'(c~,o),H~(o,H~(o,o))). Hence, A(t)= MV(t)= {A3,A6, 
g7(H8(A6,C2))} d an rank(t) = 2. Note that the first occurrence of c2 is transparent, 
while the second occurrence is painted in white. The hierarchy of aliens may be 
depicted as follows: 
Proposition 2.17. Ifs =S t then rank(s) 3 rank(t). 
Proof. Routine by the definition of = and induction on rank(s). 0 
Definition 2.18. An occurrence of a subterm of a marked term s is inner in s if it occurs 
in an alien of a maximal visible subterm of s; otherwise, the occurrence is outer. 
Suppose that s at. We write s =9”t if at least one of the occurrences of the contracted 
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redex is inner; otherwise, we write s *‘“‘t. The relation ai” is called inner reduction 
and 3’“’ is called outer reduction. 
Example 2.19. Consider the previous example and the system R = {A + c }. The two 
occurrences of A3 and the first occurrence of A6 are outer in t, while the second 
occurrence of A6 is inner. Therefore, contracting the redex A3 leads to application of 
outer reduction, while contracting A6 leads to inner reduction. 
Now let us briefly introduce the two main results of this paper. The first one shows 
the modularity of termination of noncopying term rewriting. More precisely, let RO 
and RI be constructor sharing TRSs such that the noncopying reductions a&_, and 
JR, are terminating. Then our theorem states that the noncopying reduction 
aso u R1 of the combined system is terminating. The result is independent of marking 
schemes, so it holds even if the reductions are defined on non-well-marked terms. The 
proof is given in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we extend the result by relaxing the 
constructor-sharing restriction and allowing share of defined symbols that may occur 
only in the left-hand sides of the rewrite rules. 
The other result of this paper shows the modularity of completeness of noncopying 
term rewriting. In this theorem we restrict marking schemes to a class called fresh 
well-marking. Let RO and RI be constructor sharing TRSs such that the fresh 
well-marked noncopying reductions =E- &, and ‘sl are Complete. Then our theorem 
states that the fresh well-marked noncopying reduction *&,,R, of the combined 
system is complete. Actually, a more general theorem, which allows share of some 
defined symbols, is proved in Section 3.3. 
It is clear what our modularity results guarantee in practice. By Propositions 2.8 
and 2.10, termination of ordinary rewriting is sufficient for termination of noncopying 
rewriting. However, our first result provides another sufficient condition when the set 
of rewrite rules are partitioned into appropriate modules. Consider terminating TRSs 
R 1, . . . , R, that share constructors (and some defined symbols as discussed before). Let 
R be their union and R* be the noncopying TRS corresponding to R. Toyama’s 
counterexample [27J shows that R need not be terminating, so Propositions 2.8 and 
2.10 cannot guarantee the termination of R*, although R* is a sound implementation 
of R. However, our first result guarantees the termination of R*, because the noncopy- 
ing TRSs Rf (i = 1 , . . . , n) corresponding to Ri are terminating by Proposition 2.8. 
Hence, by nOnCOpying rewriting, we can alWayS Compute a +R-normal form Of any 
given term by the procedure already discussed in this section. 
Similarly, let R 1, . . . , R, be complete TRSs that share constructors and some defined 
symbols as discussed before. We will see in the next section that completeness of an 
ordinary system implies completeness of the corresponding noncopying systems. 
Hence, all the noncopying systems corresponding to RI, . . . , R, are complete. Then our 
second result ensures the completeness of the combined system. Note that confluence 
is not a modular property of constructor-sharing, ordinary TRSs [lS]. Moreover, the 
ordinary, combined system RI u ... u R, is not necessarily complete in general even if 
the modules R 1, . . . . R, are disjoint and complete [27]. 
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2.4. Results in abstract level 
In this subsection we introduce the results needed later in the proofs of the main 
theorems. All the results are discussed in abstract level, i.e., in terms of abstract 
reduction systems. 
2.4.1. Tools for termination 
Let us introduce the definitions and results needed in the proof of modularity of 
termination. 
A multiset M over a set A is an unordered collection of elements of A, but unlike 
sets, it may contain multiple occurrences of identical elements. When M contains at 
most finitely many occurrences of each element, it may be seen as a function from A to 
the natural numbers, thus M(x) denotes the number of the occurrences of x contained 
in M. The set of all finite multisets over A is denoted by &(A). In the following 
definitions, we assume that multisets M and M’ are finite, but it would be straight- 
forward to extend the definitions for possibly infinite multisets (by using the notion of 
one-to-one correspondence between the occurrences of elements). 
We say that x is an element of M, notation x E M, if and only if M(x) > 0. A multiset 
M is a submultiset of M’, M c M’ if and only if M(x) < M’(x), for all x. Sum and 
difirence of multisets are defined by identities M + M’(x) = M(x) + M’(x) and 
M - M’(x) = M(x) 0 M’(x), where m 0 n = max(O,m - n). Union and intersection 
are defined by M u M’(x) = max(M(x), M’(x)) and M n M’(x) = min(M(x), M’(x)). 
A multiset M is a set if M(x) < 1 for all x. Clearly, difference, union and intersection 
of sets are sets. For simplicity, we often denote a multiset by surrounding elements by 
brackets. When the multiset is a set, we may use braces instead of brackets. For 
example [a, a, a] denotes the multiset M such that M(a) = 3 and M(x) = 0 for x # a. 
Definition 2.20. The multiset extension [18] of an ARS ~2 = (A, -) is the ARS 
SB” = (&‘(A), +“) with +m defined as follows: M +“M’ if and only if there exist 
finite multisets X, YE A(S) such that: 
l []#XGM, 
l M’=(M-X)+ Y, 
0 (Vy E Y) (3x E X) x + y. 
If + is transitive, then --rm is also transitive, and if + is a partial ordering, then 
-P”’ is a partial ordering called a multiset ordering [3]. 
Theorem 2.21 (Dershowitz and Manna [3]). The multiset extension JP’ of an ARS 
zl is terminating if and only if& is terminating. 
In the proofs of this paper, we use slightly changed form of the multiset extension. 
The following proposition shows that the multiset Y in Definition 2.20 need not be 
finite and that the equality in the second condition may be replaced by the inclusion. 
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Proposition 2.22. Consider an ARS zf = <A, +), and let M, M’ E A(A) be jnite 
multisets. Then M -+m M’ if and only if there exist a jinite multiset V and a (possibly 
injinite) multiset W such that: 
l [l#VcM, 
l M’ E (M - V) + W, 
0 (VWE W)(3UE V)u+ w. 
Proof. Since the “only-if” direction is trivial, we show the “if” direction. Suppose that 
M’E(M- V)+ Wandlet 
X= V+((M- V)- M’), Y= M’-(M- V). 
Clearly, X and Y are finite multisets, and it is easy to verify that V E X E M and 
Yc W, hence(VyE Y)@xEX)x+y. 
To show M’ = (M - X) + Y, let a E A. Then: 
((M - X) + Y)(a) - M’(a) 
= M(a) - [V(a) + ((M - V) - M’)(a)] 
+ (M’ - (M - V)) (a) - M’(a) 
= M(a) - V(a) - M’(a) 
- [(M(a) - V(a))G M’(a)1 + CM’(4B (M(a) - W))l 
=o. 17 
Example 2.23. Let &’ = (A, +), where A is the set of natural numbers, and x + y 
iff x - 1 = y. Then we see that [0,2,4,6, S] +“[3,6,7] by letting V = [0,2,4, S] 
and W = [3,7]. By Proposition 2.22, the choice V = [2,4,8] and W = 
CL 191, . . . . 3,7,7,7, . . . 1, which contains infinitely many l’s and 7’s is also valid. 
2.4.2. Tools for confluence 
Let us introduce the definitions and results in the abstract level needed later in the 
proof of modularity of completeness. First we introduce an equivalent relation on 
a set associated with AR%. 
Consider an ARS (A, -) and an equivalence relation - on A. In our setting of 
noncopying rewriting, (A, -) is abstraction of noncopying reduction system and the 
equivalence is the similarity ( z ) relation on a set of marked terms. (Recall the 
definition of similarity: s z t iff e(s) = e(t), where e(t) erases all marks on t.) 
We use the following notation. 
l Inverse of an arrow (such as + ) is denoted by its mirror image (such as c ). 
0 c*is + u c. 
0 L) is + u -. 
l N is the reflexive transitive closure of + u + u -. 
l 0 denotes composition of binary relations. 
The following definitions of confluence module equivalence is based on [9]. 
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Definition 2.24. + is conjluent modulo - if for all x, y in A, 
xc*0 - 0 +*yimplies x+*0 - 0 t*y. 
Note that this condition is different from -/- (the reduction modulo - , i.e., 
- 0 + 0 - ) being confluent in A/- (the quotient set), because we do not allow 
- steps along the +-derivations. In the frameworks of jungle evaluation and 
collapsed tree rewriting of Plump [23,24], the reduction implicitly contains 
- (“folding”) steps. 
A terminating, confluent system is complete. A system is complete modulo - if it is 
confluent modulo - and terminating. 
The following definition generalizes the notion of local confluence of ordinary 
(nonequational) reduction systems. 
Definition 2.25. -_) is locally confluent modulo - if the following condition is 
satisfied: Vx, y: if x cl 0 + y then x +* 0 - 0 +*y. 
The following lemma is a generalized version of Newman’s lemma. 
Lemma 2.26 (Huet [9]). If -+ is terminating, then + is confluent modulo - if and 
only if + is locally confluent modulo -. 
Now we consider two ARSs such that one of them is a sound implementation of the 
other. When (B, +s) is a sound implementation of (A, +A> with the associated 
mapping C#I, we define the equivalence - on B as follows: 
x - Y iff 4(x) = 4(y). 
Note that the definition of - is consistent with the definition of similarity x on 
marked terms. (4 corresponds to e). Let us see how the confluence of +A and the 
confluence (modulo - ) of +a are related. 
Proposition 2.27. Let (B, -‘& be a sound implementation of (A, +“). If +A is 
conjluent and -Pi is weakly terminating, then -‘B is confluent modulo - . 
Proof. Let xi ciyi - y, -+zxZ and Ui be a -+.-normal form of Xi, i = 1,2. By the 
definition of sound implementation, +(ui) is a +,-normal form of 4( yi), i = 1,2. Since 
+(yr) = 4(y2), confluence of +A leads to ~$(ur) = b(uJ, thus ui - ul. Therefore, -+B 
is confluent modulo -. 0 
Necessity of weak termination in this proposition is shown in [24, Example 4.21 in 
the setting of collapsed tree rewriting. Note that the combination of Propositions 2.8 
and 2.27 shows that if +A is complete then _?B is complete modulo -. 
The following example shows that confluence (modulo -) of ‘B does not imply 
confluence of +,_, even if +A and +B are terminating. 
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Example 2.28. Let A = (xl,xz,xJ} with x1 cAx2 jAx3 and B = {Y~,Y~,JJ~} with 
y, +By3, where the associated mapping is 4(yi) = xi, i = 1,2,3. Then (B, -QJ is 
a sound implementation of (A, +A) , and +B is confluent modulo - , but -fr is not 
confluent. 
In order to make confluence (modulo -) of +B imply confluence of +A, we need 
a notion stronger than the sound implementation. We will show that the following 
notion of weak complete implementation is sufficient. 
Definition 2.29. Let (B, + be a sound implementation of (A, -+J with the asso- 
ciated mapping C#J: 
(1) (B, -+& is a complete implementation of (A, **) if 
Vx, y E A, Vx’ E B: if 4(x’) = x -tAy then 3y’ E B: x’ -2 y’, +(y’) = y. 
(2) (B, +& is a weakly complete implementation of (A, +A) if 
Vx, y E A: if x +,.,y then 3x’, y’ E B: x’ -$ y', 4(x’) = x, 4(y’) = y. 
Proposition 2.30. (1) If (B, -rs) is a complete implementation of (A, +*), then 
Vx, y E A, Vx’ E B: if4(x’) = x +iy then 3y’ E B, x’ -Xy’, +(y’) = y. 
(2) If (B, -Q,) is a weakly complete implementation of (A, -‘*), then 
Vx, y E A: if x +zy then 3x’, y’ E B, x’ ~);ty’, 4(x’) = x, ~$(y’) = y. 
Proof. Trivial (by induction on the length of derivation for x +,y). 0 
Proposition 2.31. Let (B, +& be a weakly complete implementation of (A, +,,) . If 
+ is confluent modulo - , then ‘A iS confluent. 
Proof. Suppose that x’ +j u’ +zy’. By Proposition 2.30(2), we have 
for some x, ul, u2,y E B, where 4(x) = x’, 4(ur) = U’ = 4(u2), and 4(y) = y’. There- 
fore, x zBy. We have to prove x’ -2 0 czy’. With Proposition 2.8 in mind, it suffices 
to show that x-z 0 e$y. This is derived from the following general claim that holds 
for every ARS (B, -) which is confluent modulo arbitrary equivalence - . 
Claim 1. If x N y then x W* o Q *y. 
Proof. We show x w* 0 e *y by induction on the length of the derivation for x E y. 
The base case x = y is trivial. For the induction step, we consider two cases. 
The case x qz N y. By induction, we have x w z q* o e *y, so xc-** o CJ *y. 
The case x c z N y. By induction, x c ZV*W Q *y for some w, so it suffices to 
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show that xc-** 0 -* w. This is derived from another claim below, assuming the 
confluence (modulo -) of -+. 
Claim 2. 1fx t *z-*w then xc+* 0 Q *w. 
The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation for z-*w. The base case 
z = w is trivial. For the induction step, suppose that x c *ZL, Z’V*w. By the 
confluence modulo - , we have x +* 0 - x’ c *z’ for some x’. Since x’ c *z’c+*w, 
we have xl-* 0 Q*W’ by induction. Therefore, x +* ox’-* 0 Q*W, thus 
x=+*0 e*w. q 
Noncopying TRS is not a complete implementation of TRSs. For example, consider 
the system R = {u --* b}. In ordinary reduction, we have f(a, a) +,J(a, b), while in 
noncopying reduction, there is no term t which is similar tof(a, b) and which satisfies 
f’(a’, a’) -2 t. However, noncopying TRS is a weakly complete implementation of 
TRSs. 
Proposition 2.32. Noncopying TRS is a weakly complete implementation of the corres- 
ponding TRS. 
Proof. Consider a TRS R, and let s, t be unmarked terms such that s +=t. Let s* be 
a marked term such that e(s*) = s and no distinct occurrences are shared in s*. (In 
other words, s* is a “tree” representation of s.) Then we can mimic the reduction s +R t 
to get s* +t* and e(t*) = t. 0 
3. Modularity in noncopying term rewriting 
3.1. Modularity of termination 
Let Y,* = {t E F*lrank(t) < r} be the set of marked terms with rank < r 
( = 0, 1,2, . . . ). The ARS (Yr*, =z-) denotes the restriction of * on Yr*. Let 
9Y* = {t E Y* 1 root(t) E 9 *) be the set of marked terms with defined symbols for 
roots. We define QJ~,.* = 9Y * n Jo,*. 
Definition 3.1. The binary relation asUb on 9Y* is defined as follows: 
s jsubt iff 3n E y*: s + n !?t. 
We write s =z-kb t (s -zz,“:, t) if the reduction s 3 u is inner (outer). The multiset 
extension of *sub is denoted by =+g,,. 
Proposition 3.2. Let s, t E 9F*. 
(1) ifs -&,t, then rank(s) >, rank(t). 
t2) Ifs *sub t and rank(s) = rank(t), then root(s) and root(t) are in the same color. 
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Proof. (1) Straightforward from Proposition 2.17. 
(2) Suppose that s +- u pt, rank(s) = rank(t) and, without loss of generality, s is 
root black. Then, clearly, rank(s) = rank(u) = rank(t) and either (i) u is root black or 
(ii) u is root transparent and the aliens of u with the maximal rank ( = rank(u)) are root 
black. Therefore, t is root black, because u r>t, rank(u) = rank(t), and root(t) is 
a defined symbol. 0 
Lemma 3.3. If ( Fr*, s-) is terminating, then (9Fr*, *& is terminating. 
Proof. If there is an infinite sequence to jsubtl asubtZ *sub ... for some 
to, t1,t2, .-., E 9Fr*, then we will have an infinite sequence: 
to =&CC1 [tJ z&1 c; [C2[t2]] =E-L:@z ..f 
of terms with rank < r, where cl a’ ’ C2 [t2], Ci [ ] * : I &I c;[ I,... 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let s, t E 9F* be terms with rank(s) = rank(t). 
(1) u-s =% t then A(s) = A(t) or A(s) JzbA(t). 
(2) If S -$,t then A(s) =>zb,d(t) 
Proof. Suppose that s jsub t. Since s and t have the same rank, root(s) and root(t) are 
in the same color (by Proposition 3.2). Without loss of generality, we assume that 
root(s), root(t) E $3:. Let /*O be the contracted redex. 
(1) When s =z-““’ s&t,all the occurrences of [*8 are outer subterms, and we can easily 
verify that A(t) c A(s), thus A(s) = A(t) or A(s) =$bA(t). 
(2) When s =kbt, define 
V = {s’ E A(s) 1 e*e a_s’), A(s) - v= {s’EA(s)~~*e~s’}. 
Since at least one occurrence of /*8 is an inner subterm, we see that ( 3 # V c A(s). 
Noting that rewriting outer occurrences of /*8 yields no new aliens, it is easy to verify 
that 
A(t) E (A(s) - V) + w, 
where 
w= w,+ w,, 
W. = (~413s’ E V, 3 E F*, s’ 3 t’, root(t’) c $3: u V*, 
u E A(t’), root(u) E QT}, 
WI = (~13.7 E V, s’ * u, root(u) E 97). 
In addition, we see that (Vu E W) (3s’ E V) s’ aSub u. Therefore, by Proposition 2.22, 
A(s) *:bA(t). 0 
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Comment. Note that WI can be an infinite set because of infinitely many possible 
markings. For example, consider the rewrite rule b + b and a term s’ E b’ E V. Then, 
WI 2 {b’lp E M}. This explains why we have introduced Proposition 2.22. (Other- 
wise, the proof would become ugly). 
Example 3.5. Let {F, A) c gO, (g, b) E gl and {H} c 92. Consider the system 
I 
(1) Let s G F’(b’, H2(F3(b4, b5))) and t E F’(F3(b4, b5), F3(b4, b’)). Then we have 
s =z-:$ and A(s) = (b’, b4, b5} I {b4, b5} = A(t). 
(2) Let 
s = F”(g’(F2(b3, b3)), g4(g1(F2(b3, b3)))) 
t = F”(F2(b3, b3), g4(F2(b3, b3))). 
By contracting g1(F2(b3, b3)), we have s =-zbt. We see that 
4) = {g1(F2(b3,b3)),g4(g1(F2(b3,b3)))} =%{b3, s4(F2(b3,b3))} = A(t), 
by noting that V = A(s), b3 E W,, g4(F2(b3, b3)) E WI, g1(F2(b3, b3)) asubb3 and 
g4(g1(F2(b3, b3))) +Subg4(F2(b3, b3)). 
(3) Let s s F”(b1,A3) and t E F”(b2,A3). By contracting the redex b’, we have 
s =&,t. We see that A(s) = (b’j =zb(b2) = A(t), as b’ Jsubb2. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that aR,, and aR, are terminating. If (9Fr*, asub) is termina- 
ting, then (9&T 1, jsub) is terminating. 
Proof. Since (grr*, *sub ) is terminating, the multiset extension (JY(gY,*), a$,) 
is also terminating. Assume that there is an infinite sequence to +sUbtI aSUb ..., where 
tiEQZ-*,lv i 2 0. Since (gy,*, *sub ) is terminating and rank is nonincreasing, we 
have that rank(tJ = r + 1 for all i (i 3 0). So the root symbols of the terms to, tl, . . . are 
in the same color by Proposition 3.2. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
rOOt(ti) E 90* for all i. Since aRO is terminating, the infinite sequence must contain 
infinitely many inner reduction instances. (Otherwise, there would be an infinite outer 
reduction sequence ti =s~~~ti+, =z-~,$, ti+2 =sCi .--, which would yield an infinite JR,)- 
reduction sequence ti *&,Ci+ 1 [ti+ 11 *&Ci+ g[ti+z] JR0 1.. .) Hence, by Lemma 3.4, 
We See that A(ti) = A(ti+l) Or A(ti) *ibzd(ti+l) for all i, where A(ti) *EbA(ti+l) 
must hold for infinitely many i’s. This contradicts the termination of 
(&@@-r*), %b>. 0 
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Lemma 3.7. Suppose that =~-n,, and *RI are terminating. If (Y,*, =) is terminating, 
then (Yr*+, , =-) is terminating. 
Proof. If (TV*) a) is terminating, then by using Lemmas 3.3, 3.6 and Theorem 2.21, 
we see that (.A@Y,$ i), =$‘& is terminating. Since t E F,*+ 1 implies 
M V(t) E .&?@Yr*+ t), it suffices to show that for all s, t E 9J*+ 1, if s =z. t then 
M I’(s) *$, M V( t). 
Let 
V= (S’E MV(s)l/*fIa_ s’}, W=U u MV(t’), 
S’EY t’E(?‘IS’*f’: 
where /*0 is the contracted redex. Note that { } # V E M V(s). Then we can verify 
that M V(t) c (M V(s) - V) + W, and that (Vu E W) (3s’ E V)s’ =z-~~+. Therefore, 
MI’(s) =$I, MV(t) by Proposition 2.22. q 
Theorem 3.8. Let R,, and RI be constructor sharing TRSs. If *so and aR, are 
terminating, then *&,u R, is terminating. 
Proof. By induction, we prove that (Y’:, *Rou R1) is terminating for all r, 
r=0,1,2 ,.... The base case r = 0 is trivial. The induction step is proved in Lemma 
3.7. 0 
3.2. Extension 
In this section we slightly extend our result so that some defined symbols may be 
shared. We will see that it unifies the result of the previous section with the related 
result of Plump [23]. 
We partition 9, the set of defined symbols, into .s4 and W, where W is the set of 
defined symbols that may occur only in the left-hand sides; a defined symbol must 
belong to & if it occurs in the right-hand side of a rewrite rule. We write (A?, 99, V; R) 
instead of (9, V; R). 
Now we consider the combination (.Q’~ u di, W, W; R0 u RI) of two systems 
(&,,,9?,V, R,) and (&i, a,%$ RI) such that do and d1 are disjoint. Note that the 
defined symbols of 9, as well as the constructors $9, are shared. 
Let t be a marked term and F E ~8’. The set of subterms of t with root symbol F is 
denoted by F #t: 
F # t = {sIsymbol(root(s)) = F, sgt}. 
For example, if t = F’(G’(A’), F3(G’(A2), G4(A2))), then G#t = (G’(A*), G4(A2)}. 
Proposition 3.9. Ifs = t by a rewrite rule / + r, then 1 F #s 1 2 IF # t lfor each F E 93. In 
particular, IF # s I > IF # t I for F with F = symbol(root(4)). 
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Proof. Let /* + r* and 8 be the marked rewrite rule and substitution, respectively, 
used in the reduction s 5 t. We partition F #s into two disjoint sets Se and Si, where 
Se = (s’~ F#sll*eas’} and S1 = {s’~F#sIf*Q~s’}. 
Noting that F does not occur in r, we will show that 
F#t E S1 uS,,[L’*O-r*O], 
where S,[e*0+ r*Fj = {s’[e*e c r*8] Is’ E Se> and s’[e*e c r*8] is the result of 
noncopying rewriting s’ by replacing all the occurrences of /*8 by r*& Let us show 
this by the case analysis according to the relative position of an element of F # t and 
the redexes e*B. Let t’ E F # t be an occurrence of an element F # t in t. (1) If t ’ occurs 
at a position “independent” of the redexes, then t’ E S1. (2) If t’ occurs at or below the 
position of a re&x, then t’ ar*O. Moreover, there is a marked variable x* occurring 
in r* such that r’a_x*e, because F = symbol(root(t’)) does not occur in r. Since 
x*&[*~~s, we see that t’aL*ea_s. Hence, t’~F#s and t!*f?$!t’, SO t’ESi. 
(3) Otherwise, a redex /*B (within s) occurs strictly below the position oft’. Hence, t’ 
must have been generated by the rewriting, and r’ E &[/*8 c r*8]. Therefore, 
F # t E S1 u so[e*e + r*e]. 
To show 1 F # t 1 < IF # sl, notice that l&,1 2 I&,[~*8 t r*0] 1, because there is 
a (natural) mapping from So onto So [/*0 c r*0]. Therefore, 
G IsI1 + p,[e*e-r*elI 
= IF#sl - ISol + I&[~*O-r*8]~ 
< IF#sl. 
In particular, assume that F = symbol(root(e)). Then /*8 E So E F # s and 
r*O E &[G*O e r*8]. Let S; = {s’ E F # sll*Ba s’}. Then Se = {/*0} + S; and 
so[e*e c r*e] = {r*e} u s;[e*e c r*e]. Substituting this equation to a previous 
inequality, we have 
F # t E S1 u {r*e} u s;[e*e + r*e] 
If symbol(root(r*O)) = F then r* is a (marked) variable, because F does not occur in r. 
In this case r*kf*eas, so r*B E S1. If symbol(root(r*O)) # F then r*O q! F # t by 
definition. It follows that in both cases we have 
F#t E S1 uS;,[L’*e-r*e] 
= (F # s - {e*e} - S;) u s&[e*e + r*e]. 
Therefore, IF#tl G ~F#s- {l*O}l < IF#sI. 0 
Proposition 3.10. A noncopying TRS R is terminating ij’and only ifthe noncopying TRS 
R - (L’ + r E RI root(l) E ~231 is terminating. 
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Proof. The “only-if” direction is trivial. To show the “if” direction, suppose that the 
noncopying TRS R is nonterminating. Then there is an infinite sequence 
t() *Rtl *Rt2 JR”‘. Let F be a member of B occurring in to. By Proposition 3.9, 
we have a sequence IF#t,I = lF#tk+ll = IF#tk+J = ... for some index k. This 
means that after k steps of reduction, the rules in {/ + r E R (root(f) = F} are never 
used. Repeat this process for all F E g occurring in to. Then after some steps of 
reduction, the rules in {c! + r E RI root(f) E 99’) will be never used. Therefore, 
R - (8 + r E RI root(l) E W} is nonterminating. q 
Theorem 3.11. If noncopying TRSs (d,,B, 97; R,) and (JzZ, ,W, ‘Z; RI), where 
do n &, = 8, are terminating, then the noncopying TRS (do v d,, 93, ‘3’; R0 u R,) is 
terminating. 
Proof. Let R = R0 u R 1 - {t + r E R,, u RI I root(e) E 431. By Proposition 3.10, 
(&‘,, u -c4i, B,%Z; R,, u R,) is terminating if and only if (&‘,, u di, 9% V; R) is termina- 
ting. Since symbols of %? do not occur at the leftmost position of the left-hand side of 
any rewrite rule of R, they may be regarded as constructors. In other words, we may 
write the system R as (~2~ u &i, @,a u %?s; R) . Theorem 3.8 ensures that this system is 
terminating, because it is the combination of terminating constructor sharing systems 
(&i, 8, g U ‘S’S; Ri - (6’ + r E Ri I root(f) E W}), (i = 0,l). 0 
Two TRSs are crosswise disjoint if the function symbols in the left-hand side of one 
system do not occur in the right-hand sides of the other systems. Plump showed the 
modularity of termination of crosswise disjoint graph rewriting systems in the settings 
of “jungle evaluation” [23] and “collapsed tree rewriting” [24]. We show that 
Theorem 3.11 subsumes his results (in our setting). 
Proposition 3.12. Two crosswise disjoint TRSs R0 and RI are written as 
Ri = (&i, g, %?; RJ,for i = 0,l. 
Proof. Let Fi be the set of function symbols used in Ri (i = 0,l). We denote the 
disjoint parts by di = ~i\9, _i (i = 0,l). The rest of the function symbols, 
PO n gi, is partitioned into a and G$ as follows. Let F E .9,, n 9,. Since the 
systems are crosswise disjoint, we identify two exclusive cases: either (1) F occurs in the 
left-hand sides of both systems but not in the right-hand sides or (2) F occurs in the 
right-hand sides of both systems but not in the left-hand sides. In the former case we 
classify F as a symbol of &? and in the latter case as one of %Z. 0 
Example 3.13. To see the idea of the previous proposition, consider the systems 
R, = {U(x)) + A, H(x) + F(C)} 
Ri = {GU(x))+ B, H(x)+ G(C)} 
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where Fe = {F, A, H, I, C} and F 1 = {G, B, H, I, C} share the symbols H, I, and C in 
common. It would be possible to classify the symbols as follows: 
Ao = {F}, d, = {GJ, L@ = {H}, 5~7 = {Z,A,B,Cf 
However, the proof of the proposition suggests another solution: 
do = {F,A}, di = {G,B}, B = {H,I}, W = {C} 
Note that A, B, and I are classified as defined symbols. Actually, this is certainly 
another correct solution. In our definition, a symbol can be a defined symbol even if it 
never occurs at the leftmost position of the left-hand side of any rewrite rules. The only 
restriction is that the symbols occurring at the leftmost position of the left-hand side of 
rewrite rules should be defined symbols. Therefore, F, G, and H in this example should 
be defined symbols. The other symbols can be either defined symbols or constructors. 
3.3 Modularity of completeness 
In this section we discuss the confluence of noncopying reduction and show the 
modularity of completeness (confluence plus termination) of noncopying reduction 
with the restriction called fresh well-marking. Plump [24] showed the modularity of 
completeness of collapsed tree rewriting, in which the reduction step consists of 
“evaluation” (rewriting by a rewrite rule) and “folding” (term-preserving, raph-size- 
reducing transformation). On the other hand, our noncopying reduction step consists 
only of rewriting by a rewrite rule. 
The structure of our proof is similar to the work of Plump, but the technical detail is 
different. Our formalism for confluence is based on the work of Huet [9] for reduction 
modulo equivalence, and many issues are discussed in abstract setting (Section 2.4). 
Confluence is a modular property of ordinary TRSs [26]. However, confluence 
(modulo z ) is not a modular property of noncopying TRSs. To see this, consider two 
systems (F,,R,) and (F,,R,) given in [24], where Fe = {f; a}, RO = {a -f(a)}, 
F1 = {g}, and RI = 8. The systems are disjoint and both are confluent (modulo z ), 
but their union is not confluent, because 
s z g0(f2(a3),f2(a3)) .= g0(a’,f2(a3)) e gO(a’, a’) * g0(a’,f2(a’)) = t 
but s and t have no common reduct (modulo x ). 
In this section, we will discuss modularity of completeness (modulo z ) of non- 
copying term rewriting systems, Since termination is modular in noncopying rewrit- 
ing, we have to show modularity of confluence of terminating noncopying systems. 
The following proposition states that addition of function symbols preserves 
completeness of noncopying reduction. 
Proposition 3.14. Let =s~ and =+, be the noncopying reduction relations defmed by 
TRSs (9, R) and (9’, R’), respectively, where 4 E 9”’ and R = R’. If *R is complete 
modulo , then *R’ is complete modulo z 
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Proof. Assume that aR is complete modulo Z. Since (F’,R’) is the direct sum of 
(F,R) and (9’\9,0), Theorem 3.8 shows that aR, is terminating, hence weakly 
terminating. Since + R is confluent by Propositions 2.3 1 and 2.32, + se is confluent 
by [18, Proposition 3.1.2-J. Therefore, by Proposition 2.27, +R, is confluent 
modulo Z. El 
Analyzing confluence of noncopying reduction is sometimes difficult, because the 
reduction can affect global structure of marked terms as discussed in the maximal 
structure sharing scheme in Section 2.2. To make the analysis easier, we impose the 
following restrictions on the noncopying relations. 
Definition 3.15. A noncopying reduction relation * with the following two restric- 
tions is fresh well-marked. 
l (Well-marking) * is defined only on well-marked terms. 
l (Fresh marking) If s * t by using a marked rewrite rule e* --, r*, then r* is fresh 
with respect to s. 
The well-marking condition ensures that marked terms can be represented by 
directed acyclic graphs. The fresh marking condition ensures that there will be no 
global share of structures. In the sequel, we assume that noncopying reduction 
relations are fresh well-marked. 
Before analyzing fresh well-marked systems, we have to recall the notion of 
positions. A position within a (marked or unmarked) term may be represented as 
a sequence of positive integers, describing the path from the outermost, “root” symbol 
to the head of the subterm at that position. By t I,,, we denote the subterm of t at 
position p. 
Let p and CJ be positions. p is strictly above q, notation p < 4, if p is a strict prefix of q. 
p is below q, notation p 2 q, if q = p or qip. p is independent of q, notation pl q, if p#q 
and p2q. 
We sometimes use the occurrence t Ip to refer to the position p within t. For example, 
instead of saying, “p is independent of 4,” we might say, “t Ip is independent of t Iq.” 
Let l7 be a set of positions. We extend the notation as follows: 
0 p<Iliff3qEn:p<q 
0 p2ll iff 3qEIZ: p2q 
0 pll7 iff VqEll: plq 
0 pJI7 iff T(pll7) iff p4I7 v p2IZ. 
Let s * t and let p, q be distinct positions within t. Let us discuss necessary 
conditions for t Ip E t 14. When both p and q are independent of the redexes contracted 
in the reduction s * t, we clearly have that tl, G tl, iff s(, E slq. In the following 
proposition, therefore, we assume that p is not independent of the redexes. 
Proposition 3.16. Let =S be a fresh well-marked noncopying reduction relation such 
that s *‘*‘t by applying a marked rewrite rule P + r* with ll being the set of positions 
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of the redexes &*tI within s. Let p, q be distinct positions within t such that 
p ,V II. If t IP E t I4 then exactly one of the following conditions holds: 
0 qll7A pkl7/\ ti,ae*e 
0 q<n A pil7 A sip= slq 
l qtl7/\ptn 
Proof. We have three exclusive cases for q: q 1 ll, qi 17 and q 2 Il. 
(1) Consider the case ql l7. Clearly, we have that tl, = tl, z slq, thus 
mark(root(t I,)) = mark(root(s I,). To show p 2 Il by contradiction, let us assume that 
p47. Then p is a valid position within s, and we see that 
mark(root(sI,)) = mark(root(t I,)). Hence, mark(root(sl,)) = mark(root(s Is)), and by 
well-marking, sip = slq. Since p<ZZ, we have &*8a sip = slq, so q<l7. This contra- 
dicts q 1 l7. Therefore, pkI7. 
By definition, the mark mark(root(s1,)) is not “fresh” with respect to s, so 
mark(root(tl&) is not fresh, either. Combining this observation with p2ll and the 
fresh marking assumption, we see that there is a variable x* occurring in r* such that 
tl, 9x*8. Since the variable must also occur in the left-hand side /*, we have 
tl, E tl,a_x*84*8. 
(2) Consider the case q i Z7. To show p < Zl by contradiction, assume that p t Z7. 
Then, by p&-n>q, we have t(,a_r*k cl,, because for all positions 71 E l7, tl, = r*8. 
This contradicts tl, = t 14. Therefore, pi Il. 
Since p, q< l7, we clearly have mark(root(t I,,)) = mark(root(s I,)) and 
mark(root(tl,)) = mark(root(sl,)). Using tl, E tl,, we have mark(root(sI,)) = 
mark(root(sl,)), which implies sJp = slq by well-marking. 
(3) Consider the case q 2 Il. To show p 2 17 by contradiction, assume that pi l7. 
Then qtn>P leads to tl,ar*ea tl,. This contradicts tl, = tl,. 0 
Example 3.17. Let us illustrate the necessity of fresh well-marking in Proposition 
3.16. 
For the necessity of fresh marking, consider the rule A -+ B and the reduction 
F”(AL,B*) + F”(B2, B2) with p = 1, q = 2 and l7 = {If. 
For the necessity of well-marking, consider the rule G(x) + x and the reduction 
F”(G1(G2(A3)), G1(A3)) * F”(G’(A3), G1(A3)) with p = 1, q = 2 and ll = (1). 
Corollary 3.18. Make the same assumptions as Proposition 3.16. If one of the following 
conditions holds, then t lP f t 14: 
0 q I n A t I,-+ e*e 
l qinAp<n 
0 4-a Ap<n A Sip fSl, 
0 q<nApkn 
0 42nAp-m 
Proof. Easy consequences of Proposition 3.16. 0 
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Two TRSs R,, and RI are noninterfering if no left-hand side of Ri overlaps 
a left-hand side of RI _ i for i = 0, 1. The following proposition states that combination 
of fresh well-marked noncopying TRSs with noninterfering rewrite rules and the same 
set of function symbols preserves local confluence modulo similarity z . 
Proposition 3.19. Let R0 v RI be the union of noninterfering TRSs Ro, RI. Let 
*Rou RI, -ROT JR, be the fresh well-marked noncopying reduction relations defined by 
these systems, respectively, with the same set offunction symbols. If JR,, and *k, are 
locally conjh4ent modulo 7~ , then -koU k, is locally conj%Jent modulo z . 
Proof. Let R = R,, u R,. We have to show that JR satisfies the condition of local 
confluence (modulo x ) in Definition 2.25. Note that the condition is equivalent o 
the conjunction of the following two conditions: 
(I) if x +R 0 *Ry then x *$o x 0 +y, 
(2) if x x 0 =+ythen X=$0%2: t;Y. 
(1) To check the first condition, let t,, eRs aRtI. If there is Jo (0, l} such that 
to tRjs jRjtl, then we are done, because to aRjo x 0 e&t1 by the local confluence 
(modulo z ) of Rj. 
Assume that to e&s aRI tl and let er8i be the redex contracted in the rewrite step 
s *Riti (i = 0,l). Since RO, RI are noninterfering, && fe:e,. We identify two cases 
based on the subterm relationship between the redexes. 
Case 1 (Independent redexes): e:gi+ 4:_itI_, for i = 0,l. We can write 
S E C[/:ei,, . . . . 6’$ein] where &E{O,l} for k= l,..., n, /tg$qC[ ,..., ] for i=O,l. 
Without loss of generality, we assume 0 = iI < iz G .-- G i, = 1 and write 
s = c[e;e,,..., /:O,]. Then to = C[r$&, . . . . e:t3,] . By the first condition of Corol- 
lary 3.18, no new occurrence of &+YIi is generated in the step s *zOeotO, as 
&V,+ e$&-,. (In the corollary, set tl, = t,-,jq E e:e,.) It follows that by contracting the 
redexes tyel, we have to =+,uO x c[r;BO, . . . . r:t3,] for some uo. (It may be imposs- 
ible to directly get to *RI C [r$!Io, . . . , rp,] by fresh well-marked rewriting, as r-8 and 
r: can share some marks in common, but appropriate fresh well-marking can lead to 
such a term uo.) Similarly, we have tl E C[@&, . . ..r.g,] +ROul for some u1 with 
I41 z ug. 
Case 2 (Redexes with subterm relationship): eFBid e:_,gI -i for i = 0 or i = 1. 
Without loss of generality, let i = 0. We write 
s = c[tyeo, . . . . e:e,] = c[tyeo, . . . . c[e,*e,, . . . . e,*e,]], 
where /: 0i = C’[/,*e,, . . . . e,*e,], e;eo *C’[, . . . . ] f q . Thus we have 
to = C[r@,, . . . . C’[r@,, . . . . ro*e,]], 
tl E c[e;e,, . . . . r:e,] = c[e;e,, . . . . cyebe,, . . . . e;e,]] 
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for some context C”[, . . . . ] such that /;(I$ +C”[, . . . . 1. Using the second, third and 
the last conditions of Corollary 3.18, we can verify that in the step s +$:“t,,, no new 
occurrence of C’ [r,* &, . . . , r-,*0,] is generated except the direct descendants of 
e:er = c’[e$e,, . ..) ~,jYI,]. (To verify this, let p < Il be the position of one of the direct 
descendants.) We can also verify that no new occurrence of edOo is generated in the 
step s *$eltI except those explicitly displayed in C” [e&,, . . . , &%A,]. Since e, and e, 
are nonoverlapping, we have that t,, aR,uO by contracting the redexes 
cyr,*eO, . . . . r,*e,] and that tr JR0 u 1 by contracting the redexes e,* eo, for some uo, u 1 
with u. z u1 z C[r,*eO, . . . . C”[@o, . . . . rz f?,]]. 
(2) To check the second condition of the local confluence, let so x sr *g,‘tl. We 
write 
--- 
so = c[e:e,, . . ..Z.&-J, s1 = c[e:el, . . ..e.*e,], 
where 
0 C[ ,... ,I x CC,...,l, 
l e*~r*,e,*~rr,ei*~~~aremarkedversionsofarewriterulee~r(i= l,...,n), 
0 ~~ei ~ eyei x /*8 (i = l,...,n), and 
l there is no subterm t of C[, . . . . ] or C[, . . . ,] with t z e*B. 
Clearly, ?;& z r*Oi z r*O (i = 1, . . . . n). Some of e:fI,, . . . . e,*e, are exactly the same 
as C*8. tI is obtained by replacing them by r*O. Using Corollary 3.18, we can verify 
that by contracting the rest of the redexes fe?Bi 11 < i d a>\@‘*@) one by one, we get 
cl +*ul for some u, with u1 E C[r:O,, . . . . r,* e,,]. Similarly, we have so a* u. for some 
uowithuozuI. q 
Now, modularity of completeness follows. 
Theorem 3.20. Let R = (do v d,,~, W; R. v R,) be the union of R. = 
(do,9,%T;Ro)andR, =(~l,~,~;R1)~uchthatdon~~ =@andR,,R,arenonin- 
terfering. Let *RouR,, *ROT JR, be the fresh well-marked noncopying reduction 
relations defined by these systems, respectively. If JR0 and JR, are complete modulo 
=, then =RouR, is complete modulo z . 
Proof. Let R = R. v RI. Suppose that ==-RO and aR, are complete modulo z . This 
means that they are terminating and (locally) confluent modulo z . Following the 
proofs of Theorem 3.11 and the related propositions, we can easily verify that the 
theorem also holds for fresh well-marked reduction. Therefore, =+R is terminating. Let 
Rf = (do v A@‘~, 28, %‘; R,), i = 0,l. By Proposition 3.14 aR; is complete modulo z , 
i = 0,l. Since Rb and R; have the same set of function symbols, Proposition 3.19 
shows that JR is locally confluent modulo z . By Lemma 2.26, the local confluence 
(modulo E ) and termination of JR implies the confluence (modulo z ) of JR . 0 
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Necessity of noninterference is clear from the example R0 = (B + Cc,} and 
R, = {B + C,}. If R. and RI share no defined symbols in common (i.e., B = 8), they 
are clearly noninterfering. 
4. Conclusion 
We have presented a term-based formalism of noncopying term rewriting and 
studied the relationships with ordinary term rewriting. Restriction on marking has led 
to several structure sharing schemes such as minimal, maximal, and rule-based 
structure sharing. We have shown that termination and completeness are modular 
properties of noncopying systems. Actually, we have relaxed the disjointness condi- 
tion to allow share of constructors and of defined symbols occurring only in the 
left-hand sides. 
It is interesting to see that results (in the disjoint case) are quite opposite to those for 
ordinary systems, as shown in the following table. 
Modular? 
Termination 
Confluence 
Completeness 
Noncopying TRSs Ordinary TRSs 
Yes No 
No Yes 
Yes No 
One may think of several directions for further research on noncopying term 
rewriting. For example, the research on modularity might include the following 
items: 
l Is it possible to relax the fresh well-marking restriction in Theorem 3.20? 
l How can we allow more defined symbols to be shared in common? 
l What holds for hierarchical combination [S, 133 of noncoyping TRSs? 
l Do the results of this paper extend to conditional noncopying TRSs? 
Also, there can be 
one could uncover 
important. 
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